In this paper we prove a convexity theorem for semisimple symmetric spaces which generalizes Kostant's convexity theorem for Riemannian symmetric spaces. Let τ be an involution on the semisimple connected Lie group G and H = GQ the 1-component of the group of fixed points. We choose a Cartan involution θ of G which commutes with τ and write K = G θ for the group of fixed points. Then there exists an abelian subgroup A of G, a subgroup M of K commuting with A, and a nilpotent subgroup N such that HMAN is an open subset of G and there exists an analytic mapping L: HMAN -* α = h(A) with L(hman) = log a. The set of all elements in A for which aH C HMAN is a closed convex cone. Our main result is the description of the projections L(aH) C α for these elements as the sum of the convex hull of the Weyl group orbit of log a and a certain convex cone in α. LEMMA 1.12. If the Convexity Theorem holds for the adjoint group Ad((j) with respect to the involution τ: Ad(g) H-> τ Ad(g)τ = Ad(τ(g)), then it holds for G.
0. Introduction. If G is a connected semisimple Lie group and G -KAN an Iwasawa decomposition, then the convexity theorem of Kostant describes the image of the sets aK under the projection G = KA'N -> α' = L(A') ,kexpXn*-+X as the convex hull of the Weyl group orbit through log a. Recently van den Ban proved a generalization of this theorem to the following situation. Let τ be an involution on the semisimple Lie group G with finite center, G = KA'N a compatible Iwasawa decomposition, i.e., K is τ-invariant, and o! = α^ + α q the corresponding decomposition of a' = L(^4 / ) into 1 and -1 eigenspaces for τ. Suppose that H c G τ is an essentially connected subgroup (see §1 for the definition). Then he describes the image of the sets aH, a £ exp α q under the projection F: G -• α q defined by g e K exp(a^) exp F(g)N. This set is the sum of the convex hull of the orbit of log a under a certain Weyl group and a convex cone in α q .
We generalize Kostant's theorem into another direction. We consider the projection L: HMAN -> α defined by g e HMexpL(g)N, where H c G τ is essentially connected and M, A, and N are defined in §1. This makes sense because the ^4-component in a product hman is unique and HMAN is open in G. So the main new difficulties are the non-compactness of H and the fact that the projection L 305 is only defined on an open subset of G. Having identified the set of those elements in A for which L(aH) is defined, i.e., aH c HMAN, we describe the set L(aH) as the sum of the Weyl group orbit through logα and a convex cone C(a) in α. This description is very similar to the description in van den Ban's theorem. Nevertheless the result is of a different nature and so are the methods we use in the proof.
In the first section we start with the properties of the decomposition HMAN and state the main theorem. Then we describe the set of elements a e A for which aH c HMAN and reduce the problem to the case of regular symmetric spaces.
In §11 we collect some facts about finite groups which are generated by reflections. For the applications in §IV we have to study the Weyl group orbits of non-compact convex sets and how their intersections with the chambers look like.
Section III provides some material about highest weight representations of Hermitian simple Lie groups, the holomorphic discrete series, and analytic continuation of the unitary representations to contraction representations of certain complex Lie semigroups. It turns out that we even need general bounded representations of certain Lie semigroups. These facts are used in §IV to prove one inclusion of the convexity theorem. The unitary highest weight representations replace the finite dimensional ΛΓ-spherical representations which can be used to prove Kostanf s theorem, and which were also used by van den Ban.
The fourth section contains the definitions concerning regular symmetric spaces and the proof of the convexity theorem. In addition to the material of § §II and III we have to use rank-1-reduction techniques to prove the other inclusion of the theorem. Fortunately we can use a great deal of the results for Riemannian symmetric spaces so we only have to consider the Sl(2, R)-case in detail, which corresponds to the hyperboloid, an adjoint orbit of a hyperbolic element in the Lie algebras (2, R).
The author thanks the referee for many helpful comments and for suggesting Proposition VI. 7 and its proof.
I. Decompositions of a semisimple symmetric Lie group.
In the following G always denotes a connected real semisimple Lie group. DEFINITION I.I. A pair ((?, τ) of a connected Lie group G and an involutive automorphism τ is called a symmetric Lie group. We also write τ for the automorphism dτ(l) of the Lie algebra g = L(G) which is induced by τ. Then (g, τ) is said to be a symmetric Lie algebra. We set G τ :={geG:τ(g) = g}, fj:={XE0:τ(X) = X}, and q := {X G g: τ(X) = -X}.
Since G was assumed to be semisimple and connected, there exists a Cartan involution θ of G and Q respectively such that τθ = θτ ([Lo69, p. 153] ). We set t:={Xe β : Θ(X) = X}, p := {X e g: Θ(X) = -X}, and K := G θ = (expt). Note that we have the direct vector space decomposition 0 = fo + f)p + q* + qp > where fo := ίjnt, f)p := f)Πp, etc. We define the associated symmetric Lie algebra {ψ, τ fl ) by If := ^ + q p and τ Λ := τ| ft -= (9|^ . This is a reductive orthogonal symmetric Lie algebra ([Wa72, p. 42] ). Now we choose α maximal abelian in q p and α' maximal abelian in p with oCfl', Then the fact that the operators adI,lGo are semisimple with real spectrum ([HeΓ78, p. 184]) implies that we have the root space decomposition aeA where Δ = Δ(g, α) is the set of non-zero linear functionals on α for which the root space g a := {Y e 9: (VX e a)[X, Y] = a(X)Y} is non-zero. Set c := Z(ί) α )Πq p and note that c c α. The set of compact roots is defined as and A p := Δ\Δ^ is the set of non-compact roots. We define a positive system Δ + := {a e A: a(x 0 ) > 0} where Xo G α is an element with a(X 0 ) φ 0 for all a G Δ, and a(X 0 ) < β(X 0 ) for all βeA+:= A + nA p and α G ΔJ := Δ + Π Δ^ . (One has to choose Xo near to an element X\ of c where no non-compact root vanishes.) Next we write W for the Weyl group generated by the reflections s a in the hyperplanes ker a with g a Π ψ Φ {0} . This is the Weyl group of the pair {ψ, α). We define the minimal and maximal cones The following proposition is a slight generalization of Proposition 1.10 in [OS80] to our general setting. PROPOSITION 1.2. The following assertions hold:
Proof (i) From α C q p we conclude that τ(β α ) = g~a. For X e g~α and aGΔ + we therefore have that X = (X + τ{X)) -τ(X) el) + n.
Since g° = g° Π I) + α + g° Π qt the assertion follows if we show that fl° Π q* C m. To see this, we first note that [α, α'] = 0 implies that [α',0°]C 0°. Hence W, 0° Π q*] = [a' Π Ϊ) P , 0° Π q<] C 0° Π q p = α.
Therefore B(a, [a', 0°nq e ]) = 5([α, α ; ], β°n q«) = {0} and the positive definiteness of 5 on α imply that 0° n qt c Zt(a!) = m.
(ii) Set P := AfΛΛΓ. It follows from (i) that t + L(P) = 0. We define the action of the group G τ x P on G by (h,p).g := Agp" 1 . Then the tangent space of the orbit of the subgroup G$ x PQ through 1 is f) + L(JP) = 0. Hence this orbit is open. Consequently the set G τ P which is a union of translates of this open set is open, too.
(iii) Let p = man e G τ nP with m eM, aeA, and neN. Then
and therefore τ(m)~~ιma 2 n = τ(n) € MANnτ(N). We choose a positive system A(g, α') + of roots with respect to the maximal abelian subspace α'Cp such that Δ + :={α| α :αEΔ(0,α') + }. 2) and therefore a' = a and n' = n follow from the uniqueness of the components in the decomposition JP := M4/V. Again we consider the action of G τ x P on G by (h, ?).^ = Λ^/?" 1 . Then Ω' := G τ MAN is the open orbit through 1 and so the analytic structure induced on Ω' from G agrees with the analytic structure induced by the identification 
The proof of this theorem will be completed in §IV. In the remainder of this section we reduce the result to an essential nonreducible case which will be proven in §IV. We will also obtain more explicit descriptions of the cones C(a) and a^m := log^4 a d m REMARK 1.8. It is clear that 1 G A is always admissible. So C(a) = {0} and C(a) Φ C min whenever a = 1 and C min φ {0}. Thus C(a) cannot be replaced by the larger cone C m i n .
If 0 is the smallest τ-invariant ideal in Q , i.e., if (g, τ) is irreducible, then we will see in Theorem 1.20 that there are three cases. The Riemannian case, where A aάm = A and C m j n = C(a) = {0} for all a G A, the regular case, where A aάm = exρ(C max ) and C(a) = C m i n if and only if a Φ 1, and a third case where A aάm = {1} and C(l) = C min = {0}. D LEMMA 1.9. Let aeA, H c G τ an essentially connected subgroup, and Ω := GQMQAN . Then the following are equivalent:
(1) a is admissible.
Proof. (1) =» (2): If a is admissible, then aHo is contained in the connected component of G τ MAN which contains a. Hence aHo C HQMQAN = Ω according to Remark 1.3.
(2) => (3): If (2) is satisfied, then αΩ C ΩM 0 AN = Ω. Proof. According to Remark 1.11 we may assume that H is connected. Then
Ad(Ω) = Ad(H) 0 Ad(M) 0 Ad(A) Ad(N) = Ω,
where Ω is the corresponding subset in the symmetric group Ad(G).
Let a e A be admissible. Then αΩ C Ω (Lemma 1.9) and therefore Ad(α)Ω = Ad(αΩ) c Ad(Ω) = Ω.
It follows that Ad(α) is admissible in Ad(G) (Lemma 1.9). For the following we note that Ω is the connected component of the unit 
L(Ad(g)) = sd(L(g)).
This proves that
L(Ad(a) Ad{H)) = aά(L(aH)).
Since the cones C(ά) only depend on the Lie algebra, the Convexity Theorem for Ad(G) implies the Convexity Theorem for G because ad is an isomorphism of Lie algebras. D According to the preceding lemma we may assume that Z(G) = {1}. This assumption implies in particular that G is a direct product of its simple factors. LEMMA 1.13. The simple ideals of g are invariant under θ.
Proof, Let g = 0? =1 g/ be a decomposition of g into simple ideals and θi a Cartan involution of g/. Then θ := 0" =1 0/ is a Cartan involution of g which preserves the simple ideals. According to [Hel78, p. 183 ] there exists g G G with θ = θoAd(g). Thus θ preserves the simple ideals because this holds for Ad(g) and θ. π Proof. Let g = 0^= 1 g/ be a decomposition into minimal τ-invariant ideals. Then fj = 0" =1 fj,, where ϊj/ := ί) Π g z , and similarly q = 0/Li m Λ = 0? =1 ί, , and p = 0? =1 p, (Lemma 1.13). If we choose α/ maximal abelian in q p Dg z , then α := 0/Li α z is maximal abelian in q p , and α is conjugate to α under e adί) e ([Hel78, p. 247] or [Ne91b, 2.9]). Hence α = 0" =1 (α Π g z ). The same argument and the fact that p = 0" =1 pi imply that every maximal abelian subspace o'Cp with αCo' satisfies α' = 0" =1 (α' Πg;). All these facts together prove that G = YIU G i9 H = UU( H n Gi),K = UU( K n G,) ? M = ΠίUC^ΠGϊ), ^ = n?=i(^nGi), and that TV = UU( NnG i) > where Gi := (expβ/). This entails that
and a = a\ --a n with at e An Gi is admissible if and only if α; is admissible in ^4 n Gi (Lemma 1.9).
In addition, we have that This lemma implies in particular that we can restrict our attention to irreducible symmetric Lie algebras, i.e., g is a minimal non-zero τ-invariant ideal of g. We note that this implies in particular that & = h 5 q] because q + [q, q] is an ideal of g (the case where ϊ) = 0 is trivial). In the remainder of this section we also assume that Z(G) = {1} which is justified by Lemma 1.12. We set H a := (expϊf) = Gg τ . This is a closed connected subgroup of G.
The crucial idea to classify the essentially different situations in the irreducible case is to consider the semigroup SQ . Proof. This follows from Lemma 1.7 and the definition on SQ . D
The following proposition is a crucial ingredient in the classification of the irreducible situations. PROPOSITION 1.17. Let G be a connected reductive Lie group with the Cartan decomposition G = Λ^expp, where Z(G) c K > and S c G a subsemigroup which contains K. Then S is a connected closed subgroup which is a product S = KG\, where G\ is a connected normal subgroup.
Proof. Since Z{G) C K we have that S = Z(G)(SnG f ) and G' = (KnG') exp p is a Cartan decomposition of G'. Hence we may assume that G is semisimple. Let α c p be a maximal abelian subspace, C := exp-^SJnα, and W := N κ (a)/Z κ (ά) the Weyl group. It follows from G = KAK ([Hel78 ? p. 402]), where A := exp α, that S = K(A n 5)AΓ and therefore that C Φ {0} if and only if S Φ K. We assume this. Then C = exp~1(5n^4)Πα is a ^"-invariant subsemigroup of α. We will prove that C is a vector subspace of α.
SUBLEMMA. If a e Δ(fl, α) am/ IGC WZYA a(X) ^ 0, then C contains the line segment
Proof. Choose X a e 0 a \{O} and set Y a := X α + 0(X α ), Z Q := [X Q , ΘX a ], and 0 α := span{X α , (9X Q , Z a }.
Then Z Q G α because Z Q G [g α , 0~α] Π p = Z p (a) = α. Therefore Q a = sl(2, R) is a three dimensional simple subalgebra with g α ΠI = RY a , Q a n α = RZ a , and 0α n p = span{Z α , X α -ΘX a } ([Hel78, p. 407]). Moreover a(Z a ) Φ 0 and by interchanging a and -a we may assume that a(Z a )a(X) > 0. By rescaling of X a we may even assume that XQ:= X -Z a satisfies a(Xo) = 0. This entails that
where K a = expR7 α c K. Then jff(0) = 2 and there exists ί G R + with jS(ί) = 0. It follows that [0,2] c β([0, t]) because β is continuous and [0, 1] is connected. Now exp(X) exp(e* dtY°X ) eSScS and therefore exp(X)exp(£> adίr°X ) = exp(Z Ω ) exp(X 0 ) exp(f?
Hence β(t)Z a + 2X 0 e C for all t € R and in particular
We continue with the proof of Proposition 1.17. Let X € C be arbitrary and set E := span WX. For every β e Δ(g, α) with
and therefore α(Z) = 0 for all α G Δ(g, α) because 5 α (Z) = Z for all such α.
Thus C contains a generating simplex of E, and in particular int^(C) Φ 0. Let Y eC ΠE be an inner point. Then
0=
shows that E c C Since X G C was arbitrary, we have proved that C is a ^"-invariant subspace of α. Hence S = K exp(C)K is a closed connected subgroup of G which is invariant under conjugation with K. Let Q = 0" =1 0/ be a decomposition into simple ideals and Pi : = P Πfli. Then p = 0^= 1 p f is the decomposition of p into simple t-modules ([Hel78, p. 379]). Therefore L(S) = t + Σ Pι nL(s)ϊ{θ}Bi a n d the assertion follows. D COROLLARY 1.18. If G is a connected simple Lie group, G = K exp p a Cartan decomposition, and S a subsemigroup containing K, then either S = K or S = G. π
In the classification of the irreducible cases (Theorem 1.20) we will use some sl(2)-reduction arguments. So we have to consider this case first. EXAMPLE 1.19. We consider the Lie algebra Q = sl(2, R) and the group G = Sl(2, R) with the involution τ defined by conjugation with the matrix (° *). Then In particular we have that
The same argument as in the proof of Lemma 1.12 shows that this formula holds for all connected Lie groups which are locally isomorphic to Sl(2, R). We observe that for *o < 0 this analytic function of s has no extension to the whole set exρ(ίoZ)//. D THEOREM 1.20. If (g , τ) is an irreducible semisimple symmetric Lie algebra, then one of the following assertions hold:
is a semisimple Hermitian Lie algebra and Q is simple.
Proof. First we note that the condition that c = Z(ψ) Π q p = {0} entails that A p = 0 and therefore that C min = {0}. This applies in the case (i) and (ii).
Moreover, (i) holds precisely when Q = ψ. So we assume that β φ \) a and that Z(\) a ) c fo. We have to show that Λdm = {1} We consider the reductive subgroup H a = (expi)*) of (?. Then the restriction of τ to // α is a Cartan involution and is a Cartan decomposition. Moreover the assumption Z(fj α ) n q p = {0} implies that Z{H a ) c (iίn^o Set 5 := SΏn^f l . Then S is a subsemigroup of H a which contains (i/ Π ^)o and therefore Proposition 1.17 applies. Hence S is a closed subgroup of H a .
Set C := a Π L(S). Suppose that there exists a e Δ(g, α) with g α ^ t) a and Z G C with α(Z) ^ {0}. From a C ff a = {X e g: θτ(X) = X} we conclude that θτ(g a ) = g α and there exists X α e fl α \{0} such that θτ(X α ) = -X a , i.e., τ(Z α ) = ~0(X α ). Again we set Q a := spanl^Q,, ΘX a 9 [X a 9 ΘX a ]}. This is a three dimensional subalgebra isomorphic to sl(2, R) which is invariant under θ and τ.
We set ί α := R(X a + ΘX a ), t) a := R(X a -ΘX a ) = R(X a + τX a ), α α := R[X a , ΘX a ], K a := (expt α ), H a := expί) α , and A a := expα α . Now H a Q H o c SQ and therefore X α + τX a e L(5Ώ). Moreover ZGC implies that RZ c L(S) c L(S Ω ) := {X G g: expR + X c 5 Ω } and therefore the subalgebra generated by Z and X a + τX a is contained in L(Sh) ([HHL89 5 II. 1.8 5 IV. 1.27]). From [Z , X a + τZ α ] = a(Z)(X a -τX a ) φ 0 we conclude that this subalgebra contains g a . Hence G a := (expflα) c 5Ώ C HMAN. It follows from the uniqueness of the function
han H-> log α that A* = £|# Λ JV We normalize X α such that the element Z a := [X a , τX α ] satisfies the relation α(Z α ) = 2. Then Example 1.19 shows that L(exp(ίZ α ) exp(s(X a + τX a ))) = (ί + i log(l + (1 -έT 4 ') sinh 2 (5)))Z α .
For ί < 0 this contradicts the fact that L is an analytic mapping defined on the whole set exp(tZ a )H a Q Ω, whence g a C ψ whenever a{C)φ{0}.
Set fli := L(5Ώn5' Ω 1 ) and αi := C = g\ no. Then this implies that
We note that the two subspaces $ and \f are invariant under the involution θτ. Therefore t) p QQI shows that Together with the ίjrinvariance of q Py \ this proves the f)-invariance of q p>1 . Set 02 "-= q P ,i + [q p ,i, qp,i] Then g 2 is an f)-mvariant subalgebra of g. We claim that 02 is an ideal of 0 . First (1) 0 C is simple. Then Z{ϊ c ) Φ {0} implies that Q C is a Hermitian simple Lie algebra.
(2) Q C = ί) Θ ίj and 0 = ^c, where q = it). Then t c = fy* = /f)e and therefore Z(fjt) ^ {0}. It follows that ί) is a simple Hermitian Lie algebra. D . This will be done in Section IV, where we will also prove the general formula for A aάm and show that A aάm = exp(C m aχ) in this case. For a e A aάm we will see that II. Groups generated by reflections. In this section E denotes the finite dimensional Euclidean vector space, βf is a finite set of codimension-one subspaces, and W the subgroup of the orthogonal group generated by the reflections in the hyperplanes from %?. We make the following assumptions:
(Al) The group W leaves the set X invariant.
(A2) W is finite. is a consequence of (iii). D REMARK II.6. Note that the inclusions in (iii) and (iv) in Lemma II. 5 are equalities if the set F -C* is closed. This is true if F is compact and in particular if F = {X} consists of a single point. In the latter case Lemma II.5 specializes to Lemma 8.3 in [Hel84] . D Next we show that F -C* is closed in the case which is of interest to us in §IV.
is called the edge of W. We say that W is pointed if fΓ(FΓ) = {0} and that W is generatingif W = {-W) = E,i.e., if int(J^) ^0. A polyhedral wedge is defined to be a finite intersection of half spaces. In this terminology a closed chamber C is a generating polyhedral wedge. D LEMMA II. 8. Let X\, ... , X n e E. Then the convex cone n W := is closed, i.e., a wedge.
Proof. Set W m := Σ^R+X, C W. We prove by induction on ra that W m is closed. This is clear for m = 0, 1, 2. Assume that 0 <m <n and that all cones which are sum of less than m rays are closed. Then where WπE 2 is a pointed ^"-invariant wedge in E. We know from Lemma 11.10 that Hence w -c* = H{W) + ((wn E 2 ) -(C* n E 2 )).
So it remains to show that {W Π E 2 ) -(C* Π E 2 ) is closed. Set Proof. "C": First we note that co(X) + W is a closed convex ^rinvariant set because co(JQ is compact. Therefore it suffices to show that co(ΛΓ) + WCX+W-C*.
This follows from co(X) CI-C* (Lemma II.5). _ "D": lϊ ZeW, then there exists 5 € y such that s(Z) eCnW (Proposition II.2). Therefore
z = s(Z) -(s(Z) -z)€(wnc)-c*.
(Corollary II. 3). Using Lemma II. 5 (in) and Lemma II. 11, we find that f| s(X + W -C*) = f) s(X + (W nC) -C*) sςW = co(X + (W Π C)) c co(X) + W. Ώ
In the remainder of this section we consider the following situation: Let E' C E be a subspace, p: E -• E' the orthogonal projection, and W the group generated by the reflections on the hyperplanes in %". We make the following assumption:
Note that (A') implies in particular that the system (E', %?') satisfies 
C* = ^ R + e H , =p[Σ R + e H ) = p(C*). π
We note that, if W CE is a wedge, then it is a general fact that {w n E'γ = w* + E'-i-n E' = p{w*).
For X € E' we denote the closed convex hull of W'{X) with co'(X). THEOREM II. 15. Let XeE'. Then p(co(X)) = co'(X).
Proof. Set K := p(co(X)). This is a compact convex subset of E'. Let s' eW and seW with j| £ / = s'. Then = po ί(co(Λf)) = p(co(X)) = K because co(X) is invariant under W. Therefore K is invariant under W and, since X eK ,we have that co'(X) c K.
Choose s 1 e W such that s\X) eOQC znάseW with s\ E > = s'. We use Lemma 11.14 and Lemma II. 5 to obtain
Again with Lemma II. 5 this implies that Note that the operators dπ(X), X e i\) are essentially selfadjoint because β? ω is dense in 2? ([We76, p. 244]). Therefore the condition X e W{π) is equivalent to the existence of a strongly continuous one-parameter semigroup of selfadjoint contractions on^ whose infinitesimal generator is the closure of dπ(X). Now let (G 9 σ) be a complex symmetric Lie group, where the induced involution σ on Q is complex antilinear and induces an isomorphism Q = fyc We assume that ί) is simple Hermitian. Note that this implies that H = Gζ is real reductive in the sense of Proof, (i) This follows immediately from c = ϊZ(fo) and q p = zί)e. (ii) Since α is maximal abelian in ifa, the subspace /α is a Cartan algebra of fo. Hence α is a compactly embedded Cartan algebra of 0 because rank fa = rank I).
(iii) This is immediate from (ii).
(iv) The existence of an element Zee with Spec(adZ) = {-1,0, 1} is a consequence of [HeΓ78, p. 382], Let a be a non-compact positive root. We normalize Z such that α(Z) = 1. Suppose that )8GΔ+ with β(Z) = -1. Then (a -β){Z) = 2 and therefore a-β is no root. Moreover (a + β)(Z) = 0 shows that a + β cannot be a root because the compact roots are smaller than a (cf. Definition I.I). In the following we identify the roots with elements in α via the restriction of the Cartan Killing form to α. If γ is a compact root which is not orthogonal to β, then we choose the sign of β such that s γ (β) is greater than β . Now s γ (β)(Z) = -1 implies that also a ± Sγ(β) £ Δ. Inductively this proves that a is orthogonal to the Weyl group orbit W β. But the span of this orbit contains c because Y^w e^ w(β) is ^"-invariant and therefore in c. This is a contradiction because a{Z) Φ 0. We conclude that β{Z) = 1.
(v) If a, β G Δ+ , then (a + β)(Z) = 2 and (iv) implies that a + β is no root. Hence p+ is abelian. For λ^3ί let U λ denote the corresponding irreducible representation of Q with highest weight λ.
If π is an irreducible unitary representation of H, we denote with <#? the corresponding g-module of i/n^-finite vectors, and set ^° := {v G β^: p+.v = {0}}. Then π is called a representation with highest weight if ^° ^ {0}. In this case there exists a unique λ € & such that the representation of Q in ^° is equivalent to U λ ([Wal88, p. 85], [Bou90, Ch. VIII, §6]). We write π λ for the corresponding irreducible unitary representation of H.
We write Q for the closed Weyl chamber in α with respect to the positive system Δ£ of compact roots and C£ for its dual.
Let 9° c 3Z K denote the set of all functional for which πχ exists. According to Theorem 3 in [HC55], which is proved in [HC56] (cf. p. 612), we know that where^i = {λe^K' (Vj ff GΔ;)(Λ + p, β) < 0} parametrizes the holomorphic discrete series, and p = \ Σ«EΔ + a -LEMMA III.2.
(3.1)
Proof (cf. [Ols82, 2.7] ). Let B = {α 0 , a λ , ... , a n } be a basis of the positive system Δ + such that ao is non-compact and {c*i,..., a n } constitute a basis of Δ£ . Define the element ωo G α* by G>o(iV)t> W n α) = {0} and ω o (Z) = 1, where Z € iZ(t)t) is the element with β(Z) = l for all β G Δ+ . Then we have that We define π λ (expX)(w) := e μ^w Vw e JP".
Then (3.3) shows that π λ (expX) is a bounded operator on the dense subspace %?ι and therefore it permits a continuation to the whole space ^ with the same operator norm. For X e C max Π C k the relation (3.4) shows that ||π λ (expX)|| = e λ W . That π λ : S { is a semigroup homomorphism follows from the fact that for a\, a>2 € S\. It is clear that %χ agrees with %χ on exp(C m i n ) because the corresponding operators are equal on ^. D In the following we write π λ : exp(ια + C max ) -+ &{&), exp(iJΓ + 7) ^ π A (exp /X)π for the combination of π λ with π λ on /α + C max . From Lemma III. 5 it is clear that this defines a semigroup homomorphism because π^(expzα) commutes with π^(expC max ). We recall that n:=φ α € Δ +g α .
LEMMA III.7. Let λe^G f X e m+ (C max n Q) c αc, and ve/ α vector of highest weight λ. Then the following assertions hold: Since y\t) = dπ λ (X)π λ (cxptX)v = π λ (exptX)dπ λ (X)v = λ(X)ft λ (exptX)υ=λ(X)γ(t) 9
it follows that γ(t) = (ii) Let X = X x + X 2 with X x e m and X 2 € C max Π Q . Then we use Lemma II. 6 to obtain that (iii) First we assume that Z e ί). Then Proof. Let X e int(C max ) and h e H. Then there exists X ; e int(C max ) such that X e X 1 + int(C min ). For Y e C min we have that Proof. First we note that Ω is an open connected submanifold of the complex manifold αcxn. We define F: Ω -> %T, (X, Y) H+ π λ ( Then JF is a holomorphic function because it is the composition of the holomorphic mappings π^L t f5 ) (Theorem III.4) and
Ω -> int(S min ), (X,Y)~ exp(X)exp(Y).
Let (Xo, Y o ) € Ω(X, 7) € αc x n, and s := exp(Λf 0 )exp(Γo) € int(.S m j n ). We recall the definition of the power series /(Z) = (1 -e~z)/Z and note that /(adX 0 )* = X, and that /(ad Y 0 )Yen is a finite sum because the Lie algebra n is nilpotent. Now we use Lemma III.7 and [HeΓ78, p. 105] to obtain dF(X 0 ,Y 0 )(X,Y) for all (X, Y) € Ω. • ΓV. Symmetric spaces of regular type. In this section we complete the proof of the Convexity Theorem (Theorem 1.7). We keep the notation from §1. As we have already remarked at the end of §1, we may assume that Z (G) = {1}, H is connected, and that (Q, τ) is an irreducible symmetric Lie algebra such that Z(ί) a ) Πq p φ {0}, i.e.,  (0, τ) is irreducible of regular type (cf. [Ola91], [FHO91] ).
= dπ λ (s)(dp exp y o = dπ λ (s)(dp exp y o (exp X o ) dλ exp χ o (l)X + dλ cxpXo (exp Y o ) ^ex P r 0 (l)/(ad Y Q )Y)v = dπ λ (s)(dp expYΰ (expX 0 ) dp expX<i (l)X + dλ s (l)f(ad Y 0 )Y)υ = dπ λ (s)(dp s (l)X + dλ s (l)f(adY 0 )Y)v = dπ λ (X)π λ (s)v + ή λ (s) dπ λ (f(ad Y

Now the analyticity of F on the connected set Ω shows that F(X, Y) = e λ Wv
These assumptions imply in particular that G = Ad(G) is contained in a complex Lie group Gc with L(C?c) = flc. We set Q C := f) + iq and G c := (expjj c ). We collect some facts on the structure of symmetric Lie algebras of regular type. This shows that α is maximal abelian in p and q.
(v) That a is a compact root means that α(c) = {0} (cf. Definition I.I). This is equivalent to [c, g a ] = {0} and in view of (iii) this is equivalent to f C |) fl , The second assertion follows from the observation that g α n Φ {0} implies that α(c) = {0} . D Note that Proposition IV. 1 shows that our definition of an irreducible symmetric Lie algebra of regular type agrees with the definition in [Ola91] , [HO90] , [FHO91] etc.
As we have already seen, there are two different cases. In the first one β = f)c and in the second one g c is simple Hermitian. To handle these two cases simultaneously we introduce some notation. DEFINITION IV.2. If fj is a simple Hermitian Lie algebra and g = fjc with q = ifj, we set g # := g, τ # := τ, f) # := I) etc. If g c is simple Hermitian, we set (g # , τ # ) := (jjc, τ), where τ is the complex antilinear extension of τ. Then f) # = g c , the complex antilinear extension 0 # of θ is a Cartan involution of gc commuting with τ , and therefore the notions of Definition 1.1 are also available in this case. In particular we have that \f = For easier reference we collect the properties of the symmetric Lie algebra (g # , τ # ). In the following we identify g always with the corresponding subalgebra of g # . PROPOSITION IV.3. The symmetric Lie algebra (g # , τ # ) has the following properties:
(i) f) # is simple Hermitian and g # = fj* . Proof. Let W* C q # be an Ad(/7 # )-invariant cone with W* n α # = c maχ (Proposition III.l) and set W := W* n q. Then Π α = W* n α = C* ax n α = C max by Lemma IV.4. We set Γ := exp(W). Then it follows from [FHO91, 2.14] that this is a semigroup which satisfies Γ c Ω = HAN.
It follows in particular that exp(C max )iy Q Ω and therefore that exp(C m aχ) C A aάm .
To see the converse, we use sl(2, R)-reduction (cf. [HO90] ). Let X G α\C max . Then there exists a positive non-compact root a such that a(X) < 0. We consider the semigroup SQ = {g e G: gΩ c Ω} (cf. Definition 1.15). We choose X a € Q a such that Z a := [X a , τX α ] satisfies a(Z a ) = 2. Note that g a Π ί) α = {0} (Proposition IV. 1) implies that θτ(X a ) = -X a , i.e., θ(X a ) = -τ(Z α ). We set Q a := span{JΓ α , 0X α , Z α }. This is a three dimensional subalgebra isomorphic to sl(2, R) which is invariant under θ and τ. We set ϊ) α := M(X α + τZ α ) and This analytic function has no extension to R (as a function of s) and therefore exp(X)H a cannot be contained in Ω. This proves that Λdm = exp(C ma χ) . D Now we are prepared to give a general description of the set A aάm . We thank the referee for the suggestion and the proof of the following proposition. We resume the notation from §1. 
Then wew
Proof. In view of Theorem 1.20 it suffices to assume that (g , τ) is irreducible. We consider the three cases of Theorem 1.20.
Case (i) . If (g, τ) is Riemannian, then ϊ) p + q* = {0}, so Δ+ = 0 and C w = α = log^4 adm by Theorem 1.20.
Case (ii). In this case Z(ψ) C fy { , and in terms of roots this means that Δ = Δfc separates the points of α, i.e., Δ spans α*. Since g is semisimple and (g, τ) non-Riemannian, the set Δ+ is non-empty because the involution θτ preserves the root spaces g α , a e Δ, so that is the eigenspace decomposition of g α with respect to θτ.
We claim that Δ+ spans α*. Suppose that this is false. Then there exists X e a with β(X) φ 0 for all β e A n . Whence Since (g, θτ) is symmetric Lie algebra, the centralizer of \) p + q* in ψ is a τ-invariant ideal in g. In view of the assumption that g Φ ψ, this contradicts the assumption that g is irreducible.
Now the fact that A n spans α* shows that C n is a pointed Winvariant cone in α ([HHL89, p. 5]). By assumption, Z(ίj a )Πa = {0}, so W acts on α without any non-zero fixed points. Finally Theorem 1.10 in [Ne90] yields C n = {0} = α a dm (Theorem 1.20).
Case (iii). Then Δ£ = Δ+, C n = C max , and the ^"-invariant of (Lemma IV.4) yields that Now the assertion is a consequence of Proposition IV. 6. α PROPOSITION We put δ α := exp(Ύ Q ), b^ := exp 1^ and write n -n a n! in accordance with N = N a N'. Then (4.2) /r 1^ = bn = b a b^n a n f = b a n a b^n'. Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Proposition IV. 6 and we use the same notation. We also set ZQ := X -tZ a , where t = \a(X) > 0. Then α(Zo) = 0 and [ZQ , fl α ] = {0}. Again the formula in Example 1.19 implies that L(exp(X) εxp(s(X a + τX a ))) = Z o + (t + j log(l + (1 -e~4 t ) sinh 2 (s)))Z a = X + \ log( 1 + (1e' 4t ) sinh 2 j)Z α .
Hence L(exp(X) exp(R(X α + τX a ))) = X + R + Z α . D DEFINITION IV. 10. We write Proof. In view of Lemma IV. 12 and Proposition 1.2 we may assume that X € Q\{0}. Since X Φ 0, there exists a non-compact positive root β such that β(X) > 0. Let γ denote the highest non-compact root (Lemma IV. 11). Then γ(X) > β(X) > 0 because XeC k .
Using Lemma IV. 9 we see that
X + R+Z γ CL(aH).
In view of Proposition IV. 8 it remains to be proved that co(X + R + Z 7 ) = co(X) + C min .
Since R + Z γ C C m j n and both sets are closed, convex and invariant under W, it suffices to show that (co(JΓ) + c min ) n c k c co(x + R + Z 7 ) n c k .
But Lemma IV. 11 and Lemma 1.5 imply that
CO{Λ ) H-C min ± Λ -L, k -t K Zsγ -L, k -Λ -t K Z,γ -C^.
Again with Lemma 1.5 this leads to . If a = 1, then C(α) = C min Π -C max = {0} because C max is pointed and C m { n C C max (Proposition III. 1, Lemma IV.4).
If a Φ 1, then w(iog0)ecnc max .
Hence α(y) = 0 is equivalent to a e A k , so C(α) = C min .
We note that, in view of A aάm = exp(C max ) and
Proposition IV. 13 proves the inclusion co(logα) + C(α) CL(aH) of the Convexity Theorem. PROPOSITION IV. 15. Let X e C max Π C k and a = exρ(X). Then
Proof. We recall that we assume that H is connected. By continuity and closedness of the cone C m { n -C£ (Lemma II. 11) we may assume that X e int(-C max ) Π C k because int(C max Π C k ) C int(C max ) Π C k is dense in the generating cone C max Π C k .
Recall the definition of the complex symmetric Lie group (G # , τ # ), where H# := (exp f) # ) is a simple Hermitian Lie group and G* = Hjt.
Let λ G 3°H*. Then, according to Theorem III.4, the representation πχ\ H* -> %{%?) has a holomorphic extension to a representation *λ ^min = H* exp( W£ in ) -> Ψ(%f). Let v e %* be a vector of highest weight with ||v|| = 1.
We define the analytic mappings a:H#A#N#-+H# and β:H*A*N* -+ N# (cf. §1) bŷ = a(g) πp(L(g))β(g)
Vg € H*A*N*. Let i 7 !: int(C max ) be the analytic mapping from Lemma III. 8. We define another mapping F 2 : int(C max ) xH*-+<r, (X, h) ^ π λ (a(exp(X)h))e λ^ex »W h »v.
This mapping is well defined because exp(C max ) = A aάm (Proposition IV.6) and it is analytic because Y *-+ π^(exρ Y)υ is analytic on int(C max ) (Lemma III.8). We claim that F\ = Fι. Since both are analytic and int(C max ) x H* is connected, it suffices to show that they are equal on int(C m j n ) x H # . So let Xo e int(C m i n ), a § := exρ(Xo) 9 and γ(h) := (L(a o h), log β(a o h)) GαxnCoJxn*.
Then, since H was supposed to be connected, γ(H) is contained in the connected component of the set of all pairs (X, Y) e α£ x n # for which exp(X)exp(7) € int^min) because exp(L(aoh))β(aoh) = a(aoh)~ιaoy e int^min). Thus Proposition III.9 shows that π λ {exp(L(a o h))β(a o h))v = We conclude that F 2 (X 0 ,h) = = π λ (a{a o h))π λ (e\p(L(aoh))β(a o h))υ = π λ {a(a o h)exp(L(aoh))β{a o h))v = π λ (aoh)υ = π λ (a 0 )π λ (h)v = π λ (a 0 )π λ (h)v = F 1 (X 0 ,h) for all XQ e int(C m i n ) and h e H*. Hence F\ = F 2 . Taking norms we obtain with Lemma III.7 that 
